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QUESTION 1

Files tab shows files from: A. Documents 

B. Salesforce CRM content from the libraries one is a member of from one\\'s personal libraries 

C. Files from chatter from the groups one is a member of 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

You cannot reference cross-object formulas in roll-up summary fields. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

What is cross object formula field? 

Correct Answer: Cross object formula field helps to access field of parent from child in both master detail relationship
and lookup relationship. It can be used in a formula field on child like CustomObject1__r.Details__c where Details__c is
a text field on the parent object CustomObject1. 

 

 

QUESTION 4

When setting up a validation rule, you must write the error condition formula and the_____________ 

Correct Answer: Error message 

 

 

QUESTION 5

If a developer wants to set up access in such a way that managers always see records owned by their subordinates,
which feature should the developer use? 

A. Organization-wide defaults 

B. Role hierarchy 
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C. Manual Sharing 

D. Profiles 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

\\'Sharing\\' button has been added to the page layout of the \\'Account\\' object. OWD of account is public read/write. On
any Account record, the Sharing button is still visible for sharing that record using an Apex Sharing Reason. What could
be the reason? 

Correct Answer: The OWD of the related opportunities, cases or contacts could be private or public read- only. So there
is scope for sharing the account. 

 

 

QUESTION 7

How many versions of a flow can be active at one time? 

A. 1 

B. 2 

C. 3 

D. 4 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

Which are the two types of auto-response rules? 

Correct Answer: Lead auto-response rule, Case auto-response rule 

 

 

QUESTION 9

What are the differences between lookup relationship and master-detail relationship? 

Correct Answer: In master-detail relationship if parent record is deleted, then all the associated child records get
deleted. In lookup relationship if parent record is deleted, then all the associated child records are not deleted. In master-
detail relationship each child record must compulsorily have a parent record. In lookup relationship child records can
exist without having parent record. Roll- up summary field is available for master-detail relationship only. 
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QUESTION 10

List the types of Data Element available to use in a flow (4 items) 

Correct Answer: Record Create Record Update Record Lookup Record Delete 

 

 

QUESTION 11

Building Business Processes Describe the ISNEW Formula function 

Correct Answer: The ISNEW function checks if a formula is running during the creation of a new record and returns
TRUE if it is. If the formula is running for updating an existing record, this function returns FALSE. For example, by using
ISNEW, you can ensure that hiring managers don\\'t specify a back date as the open date on a position to increase its
perceived urgency. 

 

 

QUESTION 12

If the entry criteria for a step in an approval process are not met, then the record gets rejected. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

A field hidden by field-level security is still visible through the API. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

Can attachments to Salesforce records be attached using the Apex Data Loader? 

Correct Answer: The csv file would need to have these columns: ParentId the Salesforce ID of the parent record to
which the attachment should be attached. For example, Account record ID 0019000000CZYfN Name The name with
which this attachment should be saved in SFDC (We can give any name, not necessary it should be the file name) File
Attachment1 IsPrivate 0 if the attachment is not private; 1 if it is private. OwnerId 
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QUESTION 15

What are the various ways of disabling Chatter? 

Correct Answer: To remove Chatter tab from the top horizontal bar, remove it from the \\'Selected Tabs\\' from
\\'Customize My Tabs\\' from the \\'+\\' sign. To remove Chatter link altogether for all profiles, go to Setup -> Customize
-> Chatter -> Settings and uncheck \\'Enable\\'. Now Chatter link will not be available even if the \\'+\\' sign is clicked. To
remove Chatter link altogether only for a specific profile, go to Setup -> Manage Users - > Profiles -> -> Objects and
Tabs -> Chatter -> Edit and select\\' 
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